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WEST SYSTEM® introduces G/flex 655-1 25ml twin syringe, 
perfect for small quantity applications 

 
  
WEST SYSTEM® G/flex 655 is a toughened epoxy that makes permanent, waterproof, 
structural bonds. It absorbs the stresses of expansion, contractions, shock and vibration on 
joins, and it now comes in an easy-to-use ready filled twin syringe for working with small 
quantities.  
 
The handy twin syringe dispenses G/flex 655 resin and hardener at the same time, in 
alignment with each other, ready for equal mixing. This means users get a lovely gel 
consistency, not dissimilar to toothpaste, so it won’t run or sag. Small repairs can be 
completed easily, measuring minute quantities of super-strong, waterproof epoxy.  
 
G/flex 655 can be used for any adhesive eventuality, including boat repairs (for example 
repairing wood and aluminium windows and gluing in skin fittings) and home use (for 
example fitting door handles and fixing ornaments) as well as many other tasks. 
 
G/flex 655 is part of the wider G/flex family which is favoured by traditional boat builders as 
the ideal adhesive range for bonding dissimilar or new wood to old timbers.  
 
Those who have previously invested in epoxy will immediately understand the joy of being 
able to work with job specific quantities, saving excess epoxy waste and enjoying the 
benefits of economy. Those who are new to epoxy will enjoy the precision with which G/flex 
655 can be mixed and used – leading to strong, waterproof end results. 
 
“G/flex 655-1 is a reliable go-to product for anything that needs extra strength or quick 
repair work,” says Joshua Major, Boatyard Services Director, Suffolk Yacht Harbour. “The 
syringe application makes mixing trouble-free, giving you the exact quantities with no 
mess.” 
 
This innovative approach is in response to WEST SYSTEM user requests. It means that G/flex 
655 – well renowned for its ability to adhere tenaciously to plastics such as HDPE, LDPE, 
ABS, PVC, Polycarbonate and Hypalon – will be perfectly mixed and there will be no wastage 
when making small repairs to metal, glass, masonry, fibreglass, and / or wood. 
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“This simple innovation has proved a game changer for so many of our customers,” says Ian 
Oliver, MD Wessex Resins and Adhesives (the company which makes WEST SYSTEM 
products in the UK under licence from Gougeon Brothers Inc.).  
 
“Who wouldn’t want their repairs made easier? Being able to use tiny quantities means 
waste is cut down, and also time. It’s simple to squeeze out the quantities of resin and 
hardener instead of having to measure independently. It’s the same great formula, so our 
customers know they’re getting over 50 years of development knowledge about adhesion 
under tough conditions.  We’re finding many customers are buying their usual 250ml size, 
and a few additional syringes for those finer applications.”  
 
Find out more about G/flex online. (https://wessexresins.co.uk/west-system/speciality-
epoxies/655-1-g-flex-thickened-epoxy-adhesive/) 
 
 
The G/flex 655 syringe contains 12.5ml of resin and 12.5ml of hardener, perfect for small 
repair jobs. With a modulus of elasticity of 150,000 psi. G/flex epoxy has high elongation 
and unique adhesion properties.  
• Working time 45 min 
• Gel time 3-4 hours 
• Cure time 7-10 hours 
• Full cure 24 hours (cure times are based on 22°C ambient temperature. Cure times 

are faster at higher temperatures and in thicker applications.) 
• Min temp 4°C 
 
Performance statistics : 
Compression yield ASTM D-695.......... 5,270 psi / 36.34 MPa 
Tensile strength ASTM D638 .............. 3,440 psi / 23.72 MPa 
Tensile elongation ASTM D-638 ......... 32.7% 
Now available throughout Europe and beyond.  
Find a local distributor. (https://wessexresins.co.uk/distributors/)  
 
The ultra-high strength thickened epoxy adhesive is beloved by boat builders and 
enthusiastic DIYers the world over. This is due to its pedigree – WEST SYSTEM has been 
refining its epoxies for over 50 years to ensure that they provide strength, confidence and 
do exactly what the user intended. Find out more about WEST SYSTEM epoxy online 
(https://wessexresins.co.uk/west-system/). 
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Notes to Editors: 
A selection of images is available online at https://maa.agency/media-centre/  
 
• Wessex Resins and Adhesives manufactures WEST SYSTEM, PRO-SET and Entropy Resins epoxy 
products in the UK under license from Gougeon Brothers Inc., and distributes these leading brands across the 
whole of Europe, Africa and the Middle East via a well- respected distribution network.  
 
• Wessex Resins and Adhesives provides international support for the world-renowned WEST SYSTEM, 
PRO-SET and Entropy Resins epoxy brands. 
 
• Since Michigan boatbuilding brothers Meade, Joel and Jan Gougeon first experimented with the 
bonding power of epoxy over 50 years ago, the WEST SYSTEM and PRO-SET product ranges have become the 
epoxies of choice for private boat owners, boat manufacturers, chandlers and naval engineers throughout the 
world.  
 
• Wessex Resins has been working in partnership with Gougeon Brothers, Inc. for more than 36 years, 
manufacturing WEST SYSTEM, PRO-SET and Entropy Resins epoxies here in the UK. 
 
• Whether an epoxy is needed for laminating, bonding, coating, tooling or infusion, the combined 
breadth of WEST SYSTEM, PRO-SET and Entropy Resins products will provide the solution. WEST SYSTEM and 
PRO-SET have passed extensive quality testing. They are certified by Lloyds Register and DNVL.  
  
Media enquiries: 
MAA – Zella Compton. zella@maa.agency 023 9252 2044  
Wessex Resins and Adhesives – Sam Oliver, sam.oliver@wessex-resins.com  01794 521 111  
 
 


